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No decisions have 
been made.

The survey is one 
part of the analysis
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Recurring themes will be identified using a 
number of tools:

• Review of existing plans and documents
• Focus groups
• Stakeholder meetings
• Community survey
• Inventory of parks and facilities
• Level of service analysis
• Programs
• Organization
• Maintenance
• Financial analysis
• Community workshops
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Analysis and Assessment Steps

The information gathered from 
these sources will be evaluated, 
and the recommendations will be 
developed that address these 
recurring themes.



Town of Scarborough Parks and Facilities 
Master Plan Survey Final Report
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 The purpose of this study was to 
gather community feedback on 
Scarborough parks, facilities, 
programs, future planning, 
communication, and more.
 This survey research effort and 

subsequent analysis were 
designed to assist Scarborough 
Community Services in developing 
a plan for improvement and 
maintenance of the community’s 
parks and facilities opportunities.

Introduction 
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Methodology 

Primary methods: 
1 = Statistically Valid (Invitation Survey)
Mailed postcard with an option to complete 
online through password-protected website. 

2 = Open Link Survey
Online survey available to all residents of the 
Town of Scarborough. 

544

762

Invitation Online surveys 
completed
+/- 4.0% Margin of Error

Open Link Surveys Completed

Total 
Surveys 

Completed

1,306

10,492 Postcards and Cover Letters 
Mailed

(10,339 delivered)



Weighting the Data

The underlying data from the 
survey were weighted by age 
and gender to ensure appropriate 
representation of the Town of 
Scarborough residents across 
different demographic cohorts in 
the sample. 

Using U.S. Census Data, the age 
and gender distributions in the total 
sample were adjusted to more 
closely match the actual population 
profile of the Town of Scarborough.

1 2
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Key Findings
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The two versions of the survey, the statistically-valid Invite version and the Open link version, 
both had a strong response. Together they provide an excellent source of input on topics 
addressed through the survey. Survey results are presented in formats that compare 
responses from each survey source, with an Overall response also reported. In general, 
responses from the Open survey are similar to the Invite, a positive finding in that it indicates 
the special interest groups did not dominate the Open survey responses.

Respondents from both the Invite and Open link samples are highly satisfied with beaches 
and parks managed or provided by Scarborough Community Services, while both samples 
are unsatisfied by indoor recreation facilities. 

Beaches are the most used amenity by the Invite sample, with 94% saying they use them. 
95% of the Open link sample use beaches as well. Nature walking/jogging trail are also used 
frequently (82% Invite sample and 79% Open link sample). Beaches also rated the highest 
importance for the Invite sample out of the given Facilities and Amenities (91%), followed by 
walkways, trails, and paths (87%), and town parks and open spaces (78%). All three of these 
facilities are strongly meeting the needs of the community.



Key Findings
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Swimming pools not operated by Scarborough Community Services are the facilities used most 
frequently by the Invite sample, followed by the Eastern Trail and the Peterson Sports Complex. A 
need for more aquatics programming was a theme seen throughout the report, as noted below.

The Invite sample largely rated their facilities as having mostly high importance and a high 
ability to meet community needs. However, aquatics facilities and aquatics programming are 
failing to meet the community’s needs, scoring an average of 1.8 out of 5 by the Invite sample 
and a 1.5 out of 5 by the Open link sample.

The majority of both the Invite and Open link samples prefer to use a motor vehicle as their main 
form of transportation (71% of both). A total of 13% of the Invite sample walks/runs and 11% ride 
a bike.
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Increasing fees for Scarborough Community Services facilities and services would not limit 
participation or would somewhat limit participation for most of the respondents of the Invite 
and Open link sample groups. Most of the Invite sample is likely to support more 
private/public partnerships (78%) and would not likely support increased property taxes 
(62%). 

Key Findings
There is room for improvement to better leverage communication efforts and information 
dissemination about parks and recreation to further create awareness in the Town of 
Scarborough. On average, respondents rated communication a 3 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 
being “very effective.”



Living in Scarborough



Length of Residency in Scarborough
Almost a third of the Invite sample has lived in Scarborough for over 21 years (30%), followed closely by those that 
have lived in Scarborough for 1 - 5 years (28%). The Open link sample reflected similar proportions. The average 
length of time in Scarborough for the Invite sample is 16 years and 13 years for the Open link sample. 
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Location in Scarborough
A larger portion of survey responses came from Black Point, West Scarborough, Oak Hill, and Pleasant Hill, with a 
relatively even distribution among the rest of the listed neighborhoods.
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Satisfaction with Parks, Recreation Facilities, and 
Programs
Respondents from both the Invite and Open link samples are highly satisfied with beaches and parks managed 
or provided by Scarborough Community Services, while both samples are unsatisfied by indoor recreation 
facilities. 
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Current Usage



Amenity Use
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 Beaches and 
trails are the most 
heavily used 
amenities for both 
samples.

 The Open link 
sample uses the 
school indoor 
gymnasium more 
frequently.



Transportation to Parks or Recreation Facilities 
Overall, most respondents use a motor vehicle to visit parks and/or recreation facilities (95%). The Invite 
sample is slightly more likely to walk/run (41%). 
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Preferred Mode of Transportation
The majority of both the Invite and Open link samples prefer to use a motor vehicle as their main form of 
transportation. A total of 13% of the Invite sample walks/runs and 11% ride a bike.
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Limitations to Using Preferred Facilities
Open-ended Comments

2020

“The fact that not 
enough facilities exist 
is the limiting factor. 
There are NO indoor 
basketball facilities for 
public use.  There are 
not enough fields for 
local sports clubs.” 
“Not enough fields in 
town for teams, so 
there is not a lot of 
free space to have 
practice or just play 
on facilities that are 
not taken up by 
teams”

“Availability for Rec 
programs-sold out 
instantly.”

“We would have 
used a pool quite 
often if there had 
been one available.”

“Not sure what 
facilities are 
available.”

“Car is preferred only 
because it’s really 
not safe to walk very 
far along a 45+ mph 
road with no 
sidewalks” 

“The lack of 
sidewalks on Pine 
Point road and Old 
Blue Point road. 
People drive very 
fast and are 
distracted, at times 
there is no shoulder”

“Better connectivity 
of bike facilities, 
wider & better 
condition shoulders 
for riding in, more off 
road trail 
connections please!” 
“ET greenbelt-
bridge the gap, 
general limited bike 
lanes” 
“Need better bike 
paths. Cars drive too 
fast in our 
neighborhood makes 
the roads dangerous 
for healthy activity”

“Lack of clean 
restrooms at parks 
and ball fields” 

“The public beaches 
have become very 
unclean due to the 
buildup of trash and 
the dismissing of the 
town's Waste 
Maintenance staff.”

“Difficulty parking at 
the beach”

“Lack of good and 
inexpensive parking 
for town residents”

“Not enough 
Handicapped 
parking spaces near 
beaches for my 
husband who 
depends on a 
walker”

Field & Facility 
Availability Bike AccessSidewalks

Program 
Availability ParkingCleanliness

A total of 353 comments were collected regarding limitations to residents’ preferred facilities. Below are some common 
themes and verbatim quotes to illustrate the themes. A full list of comments can be found in the Appendix.



Acceptable walking distances to Parks and 
Recreation Facilities
Most of the Invite and Open link respondents reported a willingness to walk about 10 minutes or more to reach 
each of the facilities listed. 
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Frequency of Use of Facilities
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 The most frequently used facility 
is swimming pools not operated 
by Scarborough Community 
Services followed by the 
Eastern Trail and the Peterson 
Sports Complex. 

 In general, the Open link sample 
tends to use the facilities more 
frequently.



Current Conditions



Facilities and Amenities - Importance
By Invite Sample

Beaches were rated as the highest importance by the Invite sample, with an average importance rating of 4.6 out of 5. 
They were closely followed by walkways, trails, and paths, which received a rating of 4.5 out of 5.
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Facilities and Amenities - Needs Met
By Invite Sample
The three facilities/services of most importance (beaches, walkways, trails and paths, as well as Town parks and 
open spaces) are strongly meeting the needs of the community. However, aquatics facilities and programming are 
largely failing to meet the community’s needs.
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Facilities and Amenities - Importance
By Open Link Sample
The Open link sample had similar responses, with beaches and walkways, trails, and paths as their most important facilities. 
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Facilities and Amenities - Needs Met
By Open Link Sample
Beaches were rated as most sufficiently meeting the needs of the community in Scarborough, receiving an average 
rating of 4.2 out of 5 by the Open link sample. Like with the Invite sample, Aquatics facilities fail to meet the 
community’s need, with an average rating of 1.5 out of 5.
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Average 
Importance-
Performance 

Matrix

High importance/ 
Low needs met

High importance/ 
High needs met

Low importance/ 
Low needs met

Low importance/ 
High needs met

These amenities are important to 
most respondents and should be 
maintained in the future but are less 
of a priority for improvements as 
needs are currently being adequately 
met.

These are key areas for potential 
improvements. Improving these 
facilities/programs would likely 

positively affect the degree to which 
community needs are met overall.

Current levels of support appear to be 
adequate.  Future discussions 
evaluating whether the resources 
supporting these facilities/programs 
outweigh the benefits may be 
constructive.

These “niche” facilities/programs 
have a small but passionate following, 

so measuring participation when 
planning for future improvements may 

prove to be valuable.
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Facilities and Amenities Importance/Needs Met Matrix
By Invite Sample

The Invite sample matrix indicates that most of the facilities with the highest importance also adequately meet the needs of 
the community, with a general positive trend.
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High importance/ 
Low needs met

High importance/ 
High needs met

Low importance/ 
Low needs met

Low importance/ 
High needs met



Facilities and Amenities Importance/Needs Met Matrix
By Invite Sample Average
On average, facilities and amenities in Scarborough have a higher level of importance and do an adequate job of 
meeting community needs. According to the Invite sample, beaches, walkways, trails and paths, town parks and open 
spaces, and the natural wild park are above average in importance and needs met ratings.
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High importance/ 
Low needs met

High importance/ 
High needs met

Low importance/ 
Low needs met

Low 
importance/ 

High needs met



Facilities and Amenities Importance/Needs Met Matrix
By Open Link Sample
The Open link sample perceives the facilities and amenities in Scarborough as nearly all important to the 
community. These facilities and amenities also meet the community’s needs. 

3131

High importance/ 
Low needs met

High importance/ 
High needs met

Low importance/ 
Low needs met Low importance/ 

High needs met



Facilities and Amenities Importance/Needs Met Matrix
By Open Link Sample Average

On average, the facilities and amenities as rated by the Open link sample both met community needs adequately 
and were rated a 3.6 out of 5 on community importance. The area that could most use improvement is aquatics 
facilities/programming.
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High importance/ 
Low needs met

High importance/ 
High needs met

Low importance/ 
Low needs met

Low importance/ 
High needs met



Areas in need of assistance
The top two areas if addressed by Scarborough Community services that would help to increase use of parks and 
recreation offerings are improved communication and additional facilities and amenities. 
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Community Center Needs



Preferred Amenities for Community Center
The top areas of importance for samples are aquatics area (lap pool) fitness/wellness space, aquatics area (leisure 
pool), and gymnasium.
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Communication 



Effectiveness of Communication
Overall, there is some room for improvement in terms of communicating information about parks and recreation 
opportunities. The average rating was a 3 on the 5-point scale.  Responses were similar between Invite and Open 
link respondents.
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Current Communication Methods
Town of Scarborough website is the most effective form of communication for the Invite sample. Most of the Open 
link sample receives information through the Community Services email, social media, and word of mouth. These 
forms of communication reach the greatest portion of residents in the community.
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Future Facilities, Amenities, and Services 



Improvements - Facilities
Additional trails and paths connecting through the Town received the highest need for improvement rating by both 
the Invite and Open link samples, by 91% and 96%, respectively.
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Improvements - Facilities and Amenities
By Invite Sample
The Invite sample group rated aquatics programs and outdoor education programs as having the largest need for 
improvement over the next 5 to 10 years.  
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Top 3 Future Needs
By Average

 On average, 
additional 
trails/paths that 
connect through the 
Town and a new 
Community Center 
to include aquatics 
are the priorities 
from both samples.

 Open link 
respondents feel 
strongly the new 
Community Center 
should include 
aquatics. Also, 
outdoor sports 
fields and courts 
should be added.
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Financial Choices



Fees and Levels of Participation
Increasing fees for Scarborough Community Services facilities and services would not limit participation or would 
somewhat limit participation for most of the respondents of the Invite and Open link sample groups.
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Types of Funding Support
By Invite Sample
Most of the Invite sample would support more private/public partnerships and would not support increased property taxes.  
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Types of Funding Support
By Open link Sample

The Open link sample reflects similar preferences to support more private/public partnerships and oppose increased 
property tax. This sample is also likely to support bond referendum for specific projects and increased user fees.
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Additional Comments/Suggestions
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“If the Town weren't so set 
on rapid growth, there 
would be far less pressure 
on existing facilities and 
services.”
“Scarborough is growing 
WAY too fast. We need 
more open spaces, 
wooded spaces, walking 
paths.”
“Look forward to hearing 
how we can be creative 
in generating sources of 
revenue to support the 
much needed offerings 
to accommodate the 
population growth of our 
town.”

“Our town should do a 
better job maintaining, 
updating, and improving 
the wonderful current 
parks we have.”

“Maintaining cleaner 
facilities and outdoor 
spaces throughout the 
town would both benefit 
the environment and 
increase the satisfaction 
of residents and visitors. 
This will become 
increasingly important as 
the town's population 
continues to rise.”

“My biggest issue is with 
the red algae that covers 
the beach during the hot 
summer days. The town 
should rake the beach 
more often as OOB does 
daily.”
“Enforcement around 
dogs needs 
improvement. Dog 
owners are not following 
the posted signs at the 
beach requiring 
leashing.” 
“More parking is needed 
at Higgins and Ferry 
beaches.”

“I definitely do not 
support raising property 
taxes. They're more than 
high enough already. The 
town of Scarborough 
already has plenty of 
facilities and trails, etc. 
available.”

“Do not put this burden 
on taxpayers! Find other 
ways to fund or don't do 
them at all.”

“We do need more for 
our growing community 
& for teens to do! Please 
complete a safe sidewalk 
all the way to 8 corner 
school from the library!”

“It’s time for a 
community services 
center with a pool! I 
would love to have more 
recreational activities for 
kids starting at younger 
than age 4-5.”

Growth TaxesBeach
Facilities 

Maintenance Community

A total of 465 comments were collected regarding additional comments and suggestions for the Town of Scarborough. 
Below are some common themes and verbatim quotes to illustrate the themes. A full list of comments can be found in the 
Appendix.



Demographics



Gender & Age
The Invite sample was weighted by gender and age to better reflect the community profile of Scarborough.
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Household Makeup
The Invite sample shows that the majority of respondents are couples with children (33%) or couples no children 
(23%). The Open link respondents were particularly likely to include couples with children.  This is one of the 
differences between Invite and Open respondents and should be kept in mind as the results of this survey are 
interpreted.
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Need for ADA-accessible facilities and services
A total of 6% of households for both the Invite and Open link samples have a need for ADA (Americans with 
Disabilities Act) facilities and services.
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Voter Registration Status, Dog Ownership & Residence 
Ownership
Most of each sample group own their home (94% of Invite sample and 91% of Open link sample) and are 
registered voters. About half of each sample group owns a dog.
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Ethnicity & Race
The Invite sample was also weighted by race and ethnicity to better reflect the community profile of LAC.
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Income
Survey respondents are relatively affluent, with 20% of both groups earning between $100-149,999 a year and 
23% of Open link respondents earning between $150-199,999 a year.
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RRC Associates
4770 Baseline Road, Suite 355
Boulder, CO 80303

RRCAssociates.com
303-449-6558
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